
MSIG USA INLAND MARINE 
PRODUCT SUMMARY

Areas of Focus Contractors Equipment
Builders Risk/Installation 
Transportation 
Rolling Stock/Railroad Property 
Motor Truck Cargo
Warehouseman's Legal Liability 

Communications Equipment
Piers, Docks, and Wharves 

Can include some real property, but inland
marine exposure must dominate the risk.

Offerings Experienced underwriting staff that provide solutions for complex risks
Broad client base, including Fortune 500 and 1000 clients 
Ability to write on AAIS inland marine forms, ISO forms for some package policies, and
manuscript forms for non-filed classes, and admitted or non-admitted capacity
Risk engineering and loss control services 
Consistent underwriting approach

Limits Available Up to $100,000,000

Carrier A+ Size XV, Admitted Paper Available

Scope of Coverage Worldwide 

Submission
Requirements 

ACORD commercial and inland marine
insurance applications 
Complete description of operations 
Summary of coverages/deductibles requested

Statement of values
Supplemental application (where appropriate) 
Five-year summary of losses (with description
provided for all large losses over $25,000)

Group Ratings AM Best Credit Rating:                   
S&P’s Financial Strength Rating:     
Moody’s Insurance Strength Rating:  

When to Think 
of MSIG

For all your best-in-class accounts
When you need experienced, flexible decision-making and desire a long-term,
sustainable relationship 

INLAND MARINE PRODUCT SUMMARY

¹ MSIG USA is the marketing name used to refer to certain underwriting subsidiaries of MSIG Holdings (U.S.A.), Inc. (“MSIGH”), and its subsidiary companies. 
² MS&AD Insurance Group Holdings, Inc. is publicly traded on the Tokyo Stock Exchange and is the 8th largest non-life insurance group in the world, by revenue. 
U.S. Companies Only: MSIG insurers are subsidiaries of Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Company, Limited, a member of MS & AD Insurance Group. MSIG refers to the insurers
underwriting coverage: 
Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Company of America, Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance USA Inc. and MSIG Specialty Insurance USA Inc.
Not all insurers do business in all jurisdictions. Actual coverage is subject to the language of the policies as issued. 
The insurers are managed by Mitsui Sumitomo Marine Management (U.S.A.), Inc. with offices at 15 Independence Boulevard, P.O. Box 4602, Warren, NJ 07059-0602, USA.

MSIG USA¹ brings the capacity and financial strength to offer inland marine insurance
across a wide range of classes. As the US-based subsidiary of MS&AD Insurance
Group Holdings, Inc.², and one of the largest global writers of marine insurance, we
utilize our A+ Size XV paper, and provide world-class underwriting, a broad product
portfolio, and in-house claims services to the marine insurance market.

A+ Size XV 
A+
A1



Choose the Trusted Partner That Keeps Leading Businesses Protected

With a long history of property and casualty experience and substantial capacity, MSIG USA is the right partner to
safeguard your clients’ assets and reduce their risks in a volatile world. 

MSIG USA is the US-based insurance subsidiary of MS&AD Insurance Group Holdings, Inc., one of the world’s top P&C
carriers and a global Class 15 insurer, with a reach that spans 40+ countries and regions and A+ ratings from S&P and A.M.
Best. Our 350-year history provides us a unique perspective on what it means to be a long-term, sustainable business
partner, making us ideally suited to help keep leading businesses protected, no matter where they operate and no matter
what tomorrow brings.²

The Capacity, Strength, and Creativity your Clients Demand
MSIG USA combines everything you need and expect in a P&C insurer:  

The capacity to provide coverage globally. 
Financial strength, stability, and a rich heritage that assures we are here for the long run. 
The underwriting creativity to address demanding risks with customized solutions. 

MSIG USA is admitted in all P&C lines in all 50 states, as well as the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. As a US-based
company with a global footprint, we cover the country with 10 offices across the United States and tap into many more
experts in our sister companies around the globe. 

Services That Go Far Beyond a Policy
Your clients expect a business insurance carrier to provide much more than a policy, and we agree. That’s why we deliver
the highest quality service across every function:

Building long-lasting relationships based on mutual trust and integrity. 
Taking the time to understand the challenges unique to each business we serve.
Delivering a comprehensive suite of risk engineering services that help prevent losses. 
Taking a data-driven approach to claims management for better decision-making. 
Staffing our support teams with highly knowledgeable, responsive, attentive service professionals dedicated to your
client’s satisfaction. 
Continually driving innovations that ensure an exceptional customer experience. 

www.msigusa.com

1.800.388.1802

Richard Pye
National Underwriting Manager - Inland Marine
E: richard.pye@msig-na.com 
M: 862-341-8703

Values You Can Count On
Our entire organization lives by a set of values that date back to our 17th century roots.

Customer-focused: We strive to provide security and achieve customer satisfaction.
Integrity: We base our relationships with all stakeholders on fair and honest practices.
Teamwork: We achieve mutual growth by respecting one another’s individuality and opinions and by sharing knowledge
and ideas.
Innovation: We listen to our stakeholders and continuously seek ways to improve our work and business.
Professionalism: We make continuous efforts to improve our skills and proficiency to provide high-quality services.
Diversity and Inclusion: We’re committed to a workplace that encourages all employees to reach their full potential. 
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